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DICTIONARY News
Lexicala API:
A new era in dictionary data
Ilan Kernerman and Dorielle Lonke
The Lexicala API is a REST API providing access to cross-lingual lexical data of K Dictionaries
(KD) across 50 languages, including monolingual linguistic resources, over 150 language pairs, and

API

numerous multilingual combinations. It enables flexible search options and returns
JSON responses, as well as JSON-LD encoding RDF representation of KD data for Linked Data
purposes and full integration with Semantic Web technologies. The formal release is on July 11, 2019.
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1. Resources
The Lexicala API offers data from three
different KD resources: Global, Password,
and Random House.
The Global series. A network of multi-layered
and inter-linked lexicographic datasets for
25 European and Asian languages. Each
language has at the basic layer its own
monolingual core, featuring detailed and
varied semantic and syntactic information,
including alternative spellings and scripts;
phonetic transcription; grammatical
categorization, gender and number; sense
disambiguation and attributes such as
synonyms, antonyms, subject domain,
register, etc.; examples of usage and different
types of multiword units. Most of these cores
(22 languages) have translation equivalents
for each sense, example and expression to
at least one other language (e.g., Korean to
Japanese) and up to 18 languages (in the case
of French). When several bilingual versions
are available, they are juxtaposed and form
a multilingual set, i.e. each item includes
translations in several languages.
The Password series. A semi-bilingual
English learner’s dictionary with translations
in 45 languages. The English entries include
a definition and example(s) of usage for
each sense, as well as a brief translation
equivalent of that sense of the headword,
including for each multiword unit and
sub-entry. Most of the language versions are
complemented by a bilingual index to the
specific sense(s) of the English entry. The
index is then expanded into a multilingual
glossary by automatically adding the other
language translations of Password, thus
generating translations indirectly from the
core language to any of the other languages
via the English intermediary.
Random House Webster’s College
Dictionary (RHWCD). A comprehensive
monolingual dictionary of American
English. The last edition of this legacy
dictionary was published by Random House
in 2005, and in 2009 KD acquired full rights
for its use. It includes over 133,000 entries
with 191,000 senses, and offers a deep and
extensive description of contemporary
English language, including etymological,
geographical and biographical information.
KD has continued to reformat the data and
update the contents in making RHWCD its
flagship English dictionary, serving both
native speakers of English and upper-level
non-native users.
These resources combine various forms
of human-curated and machine-generated
content, and are supplemented by rich
morphological lists of inflected word forms.
2. Infrastructure and Functionalities
The Lexicala API uses ElasticSearch as

a back end, utilizing language specific
functionalities for a flexible, fast search,
that deals with natural language challenges
for multiple languages. It is hosted on
Amazon Web Services (AWS), prioritizing
service reliability and scalability.
A basic API search is performed by
looking up a headword, which returns all
corresponding entries. This type of query
returns a JSON document containing partial
lexical information on entries that match
the search criteria, including their unique
entry ID. It is also possible to search for
inflected forms, as well as by grammatical
gender, number, part of speech and
subcategorization, to obtain more specific
results.
The inflected forms are provided either
by morphological word form lists or by an
automated stemmer functionality, allowing
for greater flexibility when searching for a
specific lemma. The purpose of the stemmer
is to create a stem form from the analyzed
word. The stem does not have to be a valid
word, for example, a stemming algorithm
can reduce fishing, fished or fishes to the
stem fish, or the words argue, argued or
arguing to the stem argu.
It is also possible to query the entire
collection of dictionary entries (or senses)
by a unique entry (or sense) ID. This type
of response consists of a full dictionary
entry, including translations, syntactic
and semantic information, compositional
phrases and usage examples. This type
of result contains elaborate information
about each headword, and offers all
available translations at once, emphasizing
the uniqueness of KD resources in multiand cross-linguality and linking between
languages and datasets.
3. RDF and Linked Data
Besides relying on unique multilingual
resources, a prominent feature setting the
Lexicala API apart from other dictionary
APIs is the option of obtaining JSON-LD
formatted RDF representation of lexical
data, designed for Linked Data (LD)
interoperability.
The RDF data is modelled according
to the state-of-the-art Lexicog module of
the OntoLex-lemon model – which was
designed with linguistic and lexicographic
data in mind and constitutes the de facto
standard of lexicographic data representation
in RDF – and is serialized in JSON-LD, a
popular format in the Semantic Web (cf.
W3C Ontology-Lexica Community Group
at https://www.w3.org/community/ontolex/
and Lexicog module specification at http://
www.w3.org/ns/lemon/lexicog#).
LD methods are at the forefront of the
current generation of powerful language
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technology solutions, and are at the heart
of human-machine interaction. Providing
quality cross-lingual lexical data, with
the LD-driven option of linking to other
sources, substantially widens the offering
of data resources to Lexicala API users
and for various integration, research and
development purposes. The possibility
of linking KD data to other enriched or
annotated resources can be of great value
for NLP and machine-learning tasks, which
places the Lexicala API in leverage to other
Dictionary APIs, providing added value
in computational aspects to traditional
lexicography and language related content.
4. Market and Users
The Lexicala API targets a broad range of
users, starting with individual developers
of a wide variety of applications who are
looking for quality lexical data with rich
multilingual extensions, through NLP
researchers and computer scientists in
need of large lexical corpora for processing,
parsing or training a machine, and on to
all types and sizes of online and offline
translation, localization, learning and other
language services.
The possibilities for using KD data are
diverse, as the varying focal points of
each resource and the wide selection of
languages and information offer solutions
to many different issues, and the flexible
search and accessibility allow easy
processing and seamless integration with
other applications.
The new Lexicala API has an important
role in two ongoing projects funded by the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme, in which KD
is participating: Lynx – Building the Legal
Knowledge Graph for Smart Compliance
Services in Multilingual Europe (No.
780602, http://lynx-project.eu/); and, Elexis
– European Lexicographic Infrastructure
(No. 731015, https://elex.is/).

Sample API extracts:
1. excerpt from Abbau in Global German
2. chair (noun) in the Password multilingual set
3. smile in RHWCD
4. results for azul in Global Spanish, when searching by parameters
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